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Abstract: The role of an oxidation product of trimethylamine, trimethylamine oxide, in atmospheric
particle formation is studied using quantum chemical methods and cluster formation simulations.
Molecular-level cluster formation mechanisms are resolved, and theoretical results on particle
formation are confirmed with mass spectrometer measurements. Trimethylamine oxide is capable
of forming only one hydrogen bond with sulfuric acid, but unlike amines, trimethylamine oxide
can form stable clusters via ion–dipole interactions. That is because of its zwitterionic structure,
which causes a high dipole moment. Cluster growth occurs close to the acid:base ratio of 1:1, which
is the same as for other monoprotic bases. Enhancement potential of trimethylamine oxide in particle
formation is much higher than that of dimethylamine, but lower compared to guanidine. Therefore,
at relatively low concentrations and high temperatures, guanidine and trimethylamine oxide may
dominate particle formation events over amines.
Keywords: trimethylamine oxide; sulfuric acid; particle formation; intermolecular interactions
Key Contribution: Trimethylamine oxide enhances sulfuric acid-driven particle formation more than
dimethylamine. Ion–dipole interactions may play a major role in stabilizing cluster structures in the
atmosphere.
1. Introduction
Atmospheric aerosol particles are known to affect human health, and they remain to be one
of the leading uncertainties in global climate modeling and predictions of future climate. A large
fraction of atmospheric particles form via gas-to-particle conversion, where sulfuric acid has been
shown to be a key compound in various environments [1]. Atmospheric bases such as ammonia and
amines enhance sulfuric acid-driven particle formation in the lower troposphere via hydrogen-bond
formation and proton-transfer reactions. Ammonia has been extensively studied since it is the most
abundant base in the atmosphere at concentrations of ppbV [2,3]. Amines have many biogenic and
anthropogenic sources including animal husbandry, biomass burning, vehicle exhaust, industry, soils,
and marine environments [4]. Alkylamines are the most common amines in the atmosphere, and the
effect of methylamine (MA), dimethylamine (DMA) and trimethylamine (TMA) in particle formation
has been investigated in many field, laboratory, and computational studies [5–15]. Both experimental
and theoretical studies have concluded that in sulfuric acid-driven particle formation, the enhancing
effect of the bases increases from ammonia, to MA, and finally the strongest enhancers: DMA and
TMA [16–18]. While the role of amines in enhancing atmospheric cluster formation has been commonly
studied, the role of the oxidized amines in particle formation and growth has received less attention.
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Since the Earth’s atmosphere is oxidizing, amines are subject to oxidation, thus leading to oxidation
products that might have significantly different roles than amines in particle formation and growth
processes [19–22].
Approximately 150 amines have been detected in the atmosphere. This, when combined
with multiple oxidation pathways, results in an intractable number of possible amine oxidation
products [23,24]. Here we focus on one possible oxidation product of one of the most abundant
amines in the atmosphere, trimethylamine, which exists at pptV concentrations [24]. It is well-known
that tertiary alkylamines can be oxidized readily through a number of different pathways to
trialkylamine-N-oxides, or simply amine oxides [25–27]. Indeed, Angelino et al. found, for the first
time in 2001, evidence of amine oxides in the particle phase [28]. They showed that trimethylamine
oxide (TMAO) and triethylamine oxide (TEAO) form in the smog chamber from trimethylamine and
triethylamine photooxidation processes, respectively. Since then, it has been discussed that secondary
oxidation chemistry might have a larger role than acid–base reactions as a source of new particles from
alkylamine precursors [29,30]. The oxidation of tertiary amines to alkylamine-N-oxides may occur
in the presence of common atmospheric oxidizing agents such as ozone, oxygen radicals, hydrogen
peroxide, alkylperoxy radicals, and peracids [28–31].
In addition to atmospheric oxidation processes, amine oxides might also be emitted directly into
the atmosphere. TMAO is a significant nitrogen source for marine bacteria and it has been detected at
nanomolar concentrations in oceanic surface waters [32,33]. Thus it is likely that TMAO is capable of
participating in particle formation and growth processes in marine environments. TMAO is a common
metabolite in animals and humans and, as urine contains large quantities of TMAO, animal husbandry
may be a significant source for agricultural TMAO emissions [34]. TMAO is also commonly used in
various industrial processes such as in pharmaceutical production and food processing [35–37].
Using high-level quantum chemical methods, we study the thermodynamics and structures of
clusters containing TMAO and sulfuric acid (SA) molecules. The quantum chemical data is applied in
the Atmospheric Cluster Dynamic Code (ACDC) [38] to simulate cluster population dynamics, which
provide information on the enhancing role of TMAO in the form of quantities that can be measured or
directly applied in atmospheric particle formation modeling. We investigate the step-by-step particle
formation pathways, nanoparticle formation rates, dimer concentrations, and cluster distributions in a
range of ambient conditions relevant to the lower troposphere to gain a better understanding of the
enhancing effect of TMAO in atmospheric particle formation. In addition, gas-phase sulfuric acid was
reacted with TMAO to observe if particles were generated in order to test if these modeling results
correlated to laboratory observations of particle formation and growth. When particles did form,
their composition was measured using a thermal desorption chemical ionization mass spectrometer
(TDCIMS) [39] to confirm that particles grew from the reactive uptake of sulfuric acid and TMAO.
2. Methods
We studied SA–TMAO clusters containing up to 4 sulfuric acid and 4 trimethylamine oxide
molecules, referred to as 4SA4TMAO. To find the global minimum energy cluster structures, we
explored the potential energy surface of all the acid–base clusters using a recently developed
methodology, which is tested and described in details for sulfuric acid–guanidine systems [40]. Briefly,
we created all possible monomer structures of which the cluster is composed of (neutral sulfuric acid
in trans or cis configuration, bisulfate, sulfate, trimethylamine oxide, and protonated trimethylamine
oxide). These building blocks are used as an input in ABCluster program, which uses molecular
mechanics for energy description and Artificial Bee Colony algorithm for exploring multidimensional
spaces [41–43].
To create the initial cluster structures, we used 5000 random guesses and 100 exploration loops,
with a scout limit of 4 in the ABCluster program, and for each building block combination we saved
500 of the lowest energy structures that were subsequently optimized by the tight-binding method
GFN2-xTB with a very tight optimization criteria [44]. Based on the electronic energies, radius of
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gyration, and dipole moments, we separated different conformers, which were then optimized using
the ωB97X-D/6-31+G* level of theory [45,46]. Based on the obtained electronic energies, we selected
structures with a maximum of N kcal/mol from the lowest electronic energy (where N is the number
of molecules in the cluster). For remaining structures, the ωB97X-D/6-31++G** level of theory was
used for final optimization and vibrational frequency calculation [47]. We selected 2–5 of the lowest
Gibbs free energy structures, for which we performed single point energy calculations using the highly
accurate DLPNO–CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory with tight pair natural orbital criteria, tight
self consistent field criteria, and integration grid 4 [48–52]. For each clusters we identified the global
minimum Gibbs free energy structure at the DLPNO–CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//ωB97X-D/6-31++G**
level [53]. The Gibbs free binding energies were calculated as:
∆G = Gcluster −∑
i
Gmonomers,i, (1)
were further used to simulate step-by-step cluster formation pathways, steady-state cluster
distributions, dimer concentrations, and nanoparticle formation rates.
Density functional theory calculations were done using Gaussian 16 RevA.03 [54]. Coupled cluster
electronic energy corrections were calculated in Orca version 4.2.0 [55]. Cluster kinetics and population
dynamics simulations were performed using Atmospheric Cluster Dynamics Code (ACDC) [38].
All the Gibbs free binding energies, enthalpies, and entropies for the minimum energy clusters, as well
as the structures in the xyz format are available in the Supplementary Materials. The thermochemistry
was calculated using the rigid rotor–harmonic oscillator approximation and Gibbs free energies are
presented in kcal/mol and at 298.15 K unless otherwise noted. The ACDC code is available from the
authors upon request.
Production of SA-TMAO Particles and Measurement with TDCIMS
Gaseous sulfuric acid was introduced into a 5 L glass reaction flask at room temperature by
flowing 3.8 LPM of purified zero air (Model 737-13, Aadco Instruments) over 6 mL with 98% aqueous
sulfuric acid (Fisher Scientific) held at 30 ◦C in a glass saturator. To start particle production, anhydrous
TMAO powder (>95%, TCI Chemicals) was added directly to the reaction flask, as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Particle generation setup. Generated particles were sampled directly from the reaction flask
to either a nano-scanning mobility particle sizer (nano-SMPS) or the thermal desorption chemical
ionization mass spectrometer (TDCIMS).
The composition of the generated particles was measured by the TDCIMS, which has been
previously described in detail [39,56]. Briefly, particles were charged by a unipolar charger [57],
and then size-selected by a nano-differential mobility analyzer (nano-DMA; Model 3085, TSI Inc.).
The monodispersed, charged particles were then sampled by electrostatic deposition onto a Pt filament
held at 3500 V during the collection process. After sufficient particulate mass was collected, the Pt
filament traveled to the ionization region. The ionization region was held at 40 ◦C with clean N2
flowing over the sampling orifice into the mass spectrometer in order to reduce contamination. Reagent
ions were generated by a 210Po radioactive source, which ionized trace amounts of oxygen and water
present in the N2 flow to make (H2O)nO2
− and (H2O)nH3O+ negative ion mode and positive ion
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mode reagent ions, respectively (n = 0–2). Once in the ionization region, the Pt filament was resistively
heated to volatilize particle components, wherein they were ionized and then detected by a quadrupole
mass spectrometer (Extrel Corp.). Sample backgrounds were determined by repeating the same cycle
without a high voltage applied to the Pt filament to prevent particle collection. In these experiments,
10 nm particles were size-selected and sampled using the TDCIMS in 1 h collection/background
cycles. Particle signal was normalized to reagent ion counts to account for slight changes in reagent
ion abundance. From these data, particle composition mass spectra were collected by subtracting the
signal obtained from background runs from the signal obtained during collections.
Size distributions were collected with a nano-scanning mobility particle sizer (nano-SMPS),
which was made up of a neutralizer containing two 0.5 mCi 210Po radioactive foils (model 1U400, NRD
LLC), a nano-DMA (Model 3085, TSI Inc.), and a butanol-based ultrafine particle counter (Model 3025A,
TSI, Inc.) that had a 50% detection efficiency at 3 nm, as cited in the manufacturer’s specifications.
3. Results and Discussion
In this section we will study the enhancing effect of trimethylamine oxide in sulfuric acid-driven
particle formation and compare the results with our previous studies of guanidine (GUA) and
dimethylamine (DMA) enhanced particle formation [58,59].
3.1. Acid–Base Heterodimer Stability
The stability of the acid–base heterodimer has been shown to have a major role on its ability
to form larger particles at atmospheric conditions [59,60]. This means that if the heterodimer is
likely to break down easily, further growth is limited. Here we compare the stability of sulfuric
acid–trimethylamine oxide (1SA1TMAO) with previously studied sulfuric acid heterodimers with
guanidine (1SA1GUA) and dimethylamine (1SA1DMA). In all heterodimers, the proton has transferred
from sulfuric acid to base (see Figure 2). While GUA and DMA are capable of forming two hydrogen
bonds, TMAO can only form one due to three methyl groups in its structure. However, the Gibbs free
energy for the formation of 1SA1TMAO is the most negative, meaning it is the most stable heterodimer,
with a value of −21.8 kcal/mol at 298.15 K compared to −20.3 and −13.5 kcal/mol for 1SA1GUA
and 1SA1DMA, respectively. This leads to heterodimer evaporation rates of 10−6 s−3 for 1SA1TMAO,
10−5 s−3 for 1SA1GUA, and 3 s−3 for 1SA1DMA.
Figure 2. Molecular structures of sulfuric acid heterodimers with trimethylamine oxide (TMAO) (left),
guanidine (GUA) (middle), and dimethylamine (DMA) (right). Color coding: Brown is carbon, blue is
nitrogen, red is oxygen, yellow is sulfur, and white is hydrogen.
The reason for such a strong interaction of the one hydrogen-bond containing TMAO–SA
heterodimer is related to the structure of TMAO. TMAO contains three methyl groups and a very polar
zwitterionic bond, N+–O– . Strongly electronegative oxygen atom pulls electron density primary from
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the nitrogen atom, and as a cascade reaction nitrogen atom pulls electron density from the methyl
groups. This leads to a very high molecular dipole moment with a value of 5.4 D. As a consequence,
the TMAO molecule is able to form strong dipole–dipole and ion–dipole interactions with surrounding
molecules and ions. The dipole moment for DMA and GUA are much lower, 1.1 and 3.0 D, respectively.
The absence of strong polar intramolecular bonds in DMA explains why its methyl groups do not
contribute much to the molecular dipole moment, and act mostly as a steric hindrance that limits
cluster formation. It should be noted that even though the TMAO molecule is a zwitterion, it is not a
multi-resonance structure, meaning that single-reference quantum chemical methods can be used in
this study.
3.2. Cluster Growth Pathways
At atmospherically relevant conditions, sulfuric acid–trimethylamine oxide cluster formation
begins via the 1SA1TMAO cluster, since SA or TMAO homodimer formation reactions are not
competitive (∆G is −6.8 and −3.5 kcal/mol, respectively). The addition of a second TMAO or
SA molecule to the 1SA1TMAO cluster is favorable with a Gibbs free reaction energy of −12.3 or
−15.5 kcal/mol, respectively, indicating that the growth via 2SA1TMAO is thermodynamically more
favorable. The next step is the formation of 2SA2TMAO cluster from either 1SA2TMAO or 2SA1TMAO,
for which the Gibbs free reaction energy is lower than −20 kcal/mol in both cases. Additionally, the
collision of two heterodimers resulting the formation of 2SA2TMAO is favorable by −14.0 kcal/mol,
meaning that this reaction might be competitive with SA and TMAO additions at some conditions.
The next addition of a TMAO or SA molecule to the 2SA2TMAO cluster is thermodynamically
favorable by −15.1 or −18.2 kcal/mol, respectively. This again implies the growth via 3SA2TMAO to
be slightly more favorable. The formation of 3SA3TMAO from either 2SA3TMAO or 3SA2TMAO is
highly favorable in both cases, with reaction free energy lower than −20 kcal/mol. The 3SA3TMAO
cluster can also form as an addition of 1SA1TMAO to the 2SA2TMAO cluster, which has a reaction free
energy of −17.9 kcal/mol, indicating that this reaction pathway is competitive with SA monomeric
addition. In a similar manner, the formation of 4SA4TMAO may occur via monomeric additions,
for which the acidic pathway is more favorable (−20.6 kcal/mol), or via collisions of 1SA1TMAO
and 3SA3TMAO or two 2SA2TMAO clusters. Interestingly, the most favorable pathway to form
4SA4TMAO is the coagulation of two 2SA2TMAO clusters with a Gibbs free energy of −22.0 kcal/mol.
The Gibbs free reaction energies give information on whether additional reactions are
thermodynamically favorable, however, they do not include the effect of vapor-phase concentrations
of the clustering species. To examine the molecular-level clustering mechanisms at atmospheric
conditions, the main step-by-step cluster formation pathways were solved by performing ACDC
simulations and tracking the growth routes from the simulation data. Figure 3 shows the main
growth pathways at acid and base concentrations of 106 cm−3 and 107 cm−3, at 298.15 K. At the same
conditions, we calculated the actual vapor concentration-dependent Gibbs free energies, obtained from
the quantum chemical Gibbs free binding energy and vapor concentrations through the law of mass
action as:








where Pi is partial pressure of component i in the vapor phase, Ni is the number of molecules of type i
in the cluster, and n is the number of components in the cluster.
Figure 3 shows that clustering is most likely to occur close to the diagonal axis with an acid:base
ratio of 1:1, meaning that the number of acid and base molecules is equal or the difference between
the number of acid and base molecules is one. At lower vapor concentrations, SA–TMAO clustering
occurs solely via nSAnTMAO and (n + 1)SAnTMAO clusters while at higher vapor concentrations
nSA(n + 1)TMAO clusters also participate to the growth. In the case of dimethylamine, cluster growth
occurs via diagonal and below diagonal (more acid than base molecules) clusters in both lower and
higher vapor concentrations. For sulfuric acid and guanidine, the 3SA4GUA cluster is involved in the
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clustering pathways while other participating clusters are in diagonal and below diagonal. The cluster
growth pathways and actual Gibbs free energies for dimethylamine and guanidine containing clusters
are presented in the Supplementary Materials.
Figure 3. Main cluster growth pathways (top) and vapor concentration-dependent Gibbs free energies
(bottom) for sulfuric acid (SA)–TMAO clusters at 298.15 K and vapor concentrations of [SA] = 106 cm−3
and [TMAO] = 106 cm−3 (left) and [SA] = 107 cm−3 and [TMAO] = 107 cm−3 (right). The x- and y-axes
give the numbers of SA and TMAO molecules in the cluster, respectively.
Calculated vapor concentration-dependent Gibbs free energies indicate that, at lower vapor
concentrations, SA–TMAO clustering occurs via a very small thermodynamic barrier involving
2SA-containing clusters. At higher concentrations there is no thermodynamic barrier and thus cluster
formation is fully collision-driven. In the case of dimethylamine, there is a small barrier in both
simulated conditions, whereas SA–GUA cluster formation is fully collision-driven, even at very low
vapor concentrations as demonstrated in our earlier studies [58,59].
Previously, an acid:base ratio of 1:1 in the initial particle growth has been reported for
other monoprotic base compounds such as methylamine, dimethylamine, and trimethylamine [16],
which differs from the behavior of diprotic bases such as putresine, which has been shown to form
clusters with sulfuric acid with an acid:base ratio of 2:1 [61]. While the smallest clusters of sulfuric acid
and a monoprotic base are most stable at an acid:base ratio of 1:1, it has been shown that when particles
reached a certain size, the acid:base ratio is 1:2, meaning fully neutralized particles where sulfuric
acid has donated both protons to bases [62]. For instance, sulfuric acid and dimethylamine formed
particles with an acid:base ratio of 1:2 when particle size reached 12 nm when [DMA]:[SA] = 4. In the
same study, sulfuric acid and ammonia did not form fully neutralized particles smaller than 12 nm in
diameter when [AMM]:[SA] = 52. Although ammonium sulfate is well-known to be a stable salt, these
results imply that fully neutralized acids apply only to larger (>12 nm) sulfuric acid–ammonia particles
or the amount of excess ammonia must be much larger than in studied conditions. For comparison,
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monoprotic acids and bases such as nitric acid and dimethylamine are shown to form both clusters
and larger particles that are fully neutralized with an acid:base ratio of 1:1 [63].
3.3. Cluster Structures, Stabilities, and Distributions
Sulfuric acid–trimethylamine oxide clustering progresses close to the 1:1 acid:base axis, because
those clusters are most stable, meaning that the evaporation rates are lower compared to off-diagonal
clusters (see Figure 4).
Figure 4. Overall evaporation rates of SA–TMAO clusters at 298.15 K (left) and 273.15 K (right). The x-
and y-axes give the numbers of SA and TMAO molecules in the cluster, respectively.
It is notable that the SA–TMAO heterodimer has more than an order of magnitude lower
evaporation rate compared to any other cluster. This seems to be relatively unique behavior compared
to commonly studied acid–base clusters, including sulfuric acid with dimethylamine or guanidine for
which larger close-to-diagonal clusters have at least two orders of magnitude lower evaporation rates
than the heterodimer [16,59,60,63,64]. The different behavior of TMAO-containing clusters is likely
due to the molecular structure of TMAO, specifically the zwitterionic N+–O– group with three methyl
groups. Due to this unique structure, TMAO experiences a very large stabilization when interacting
with a sulfuric acid monomer. Since TMAO can only form one hydrogen bond, the next interactions are
either hydrogen bonds between SA molecules or ion–dipole interactions via SA and TMAO. Figure 5
shows the calculated structures of these heteroclusters.
We have simulated the steady-state SA–TMAO cluster distributions at acid and base
concentrations of 106 and 107 cm−3, at 298.15 K. Figure 6 shows that SA and TMAO form measurable
concentrations of clusters and that nSA(n± 1)TMAO clusters constitute the major fraction of the total
cluster concentration. This is due to the larger stability of close-to-diagonal clusters as discussed above.
We compared the SA–TMAO cluster distributions for SA–DMA and SA–GUA distributions (see
the Supplementary Materials). The cluster concentrations for SA–TMAO were significantly larger than
in the case of SA–DMA. At acid and base concentrations of 106 cm−3, only 1SA1DMA and 2SA1DMA
were visible in the cluster distribution at concentrations of ca. 100 cm−3. In the case of guanidine,
there was the same amount of different clusters visible in the distribution, but the concentration of
GUA-containing clusters was larger than that of TMAO-containing clusters. This indicates that out of
the three bases, GUA was the strongest stabilizer of sulfuric acid–base clusters, TMAO was the next
strongest, and DMA was the weakest.
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Figure 5. Molecular structures of sulfuric acid–trimethylamine oxide clusters. Color coding: Brown is
carbon, blue is nitrogen, red is oxygen, yellow is sulfur, and white is hydrogen.
Figure 6. Steady-state cluster distributions for SA–TMAO clusters at 298.15 K and vapor concentrations
of [SA] = 106 cm−3 and [TMAO] = 106 cm−3 (left) and [SA] = 107 cm−3 and [TMAO] = 107 cm−3
(right). Here A refers to sulfuric acid and T is trimethylamine oxide.
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3.4. Particles Generated from SA and TMAO
By using high-level quantum chemical methods together with dynamics simulations, we can
obtain molecular-level information for clusters up to ca. 1.5 nm size. We supplement these calculations
with laboratory experiments in order to confirm the formation of larger particles.
Indeed, the interactions between TMAO and SA were sufficient to nucleate a large amount of
particles in the laboratory. Prior to the addition of TMAO, particle concentrations in the reaction flask
were below 100 cm−3. However, once solid TMAO was added, over 106 cm−3 particles were generated
immediately. The reaction time was approx. 1.3 min in the reaction flask and produced consistent
concentrations of particles over time, as shown in the 24 h average size distribution in Figure 7.
Figure 7. SA–TMAO particle number-size distribution averaged over 24 h, with error bars indicating
standard deviation.
TDCIMS measurements of 10 nm particle composition show that the particles were primarily
made up of sulfuric acid and TMAO (Figure 8). The major peaks in negative ion mode were
decomposition products of particulate sulfate along with a nitrate contaminant (NO2− and NO3−).
This nitrate signal persisted even after the inlet and particle generation apparatus had been cleaned,
which reduced the abundance of these ions by an order of magnitude. The TDCIMS is known to be
more sensitive to nitrate than to sulfate by as much as two orders of magnitude [65], so this ion was
not expected to be a significant contributor to particle composition.
In positive ion mode, the signal from protonated TMAO (m/z 76) far exceeds that of all other
detected species. It is interesting to note that protonated TMA (m/z 60) was also detected. This is most
likely due to the decomposition process that occurred on the Pt filament during heating where some
fraction of TMAO broke up into TMA and molecular oxygen, similar to how sulfate breaks down into
SO2− and (SO3)O2−, as detected in the negative ion mode spectrum.
These laboratory observations show that TMAO enhanced particle formation and growth
significantly compared to sulfuric acid alone and is consistent with the model predictions that these
two molecules form stable clusters.
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Figure 8. Background-subtracted negative and positive ion mode mass spectra of analyzed TMAO–SA
particles. Asterisks (*) denote reagent ions in each spectra, which in negative ion mode are (H2O)nO2−,
and in positive ion mode are (H2O)nH3O+, where n = 0–2. Negative ion mode was normalized to O2−
(m/z 32) signal, and positive ion mode was normalized to H3O+ (m/z 19) signal.
3.5. Measurable Dimer Concentrations and Nanoparticle Formation Rates
We also investigated the enhancing effect of TMAO, GUA and DMA with sulfuric acid “dimers”,
which we define as the sum of concentrations of all clusters containing two SA molecules and any
number of base molecules, i.e., ∑[2SAnBase], where n = 0–4. This quantity is also called as a measurable
dimer concentration as it can be directly measured, and thus it has been used to characterize cluster
formation experimentally both in laboratory and field studies [6,18,66]. In a similar manner, sulfuric
acid vapor concentration is defined as the measurable “monomer” concentration, or ∑[1SAnBase].
The modeled steady-state ∑[2SAnBase] for different bases at 298.15 K as a function of ∑[1SAnBase]
are presented in Figure 9.
In the case of TMAO, increasing the [TMAO] from 0.01 to 0.1 pptV results in an increase in
the ∑[2SAnTMAO] by an order of magnitude. Higher TMAO concentrations than 0.1 pptV do not
appreciably enhance the dimer formation, indicating that the SA–TMAO mixture reached saturation
with respect to the base concentration at relatively low TMAO concentration. A similar effect can
be seen in the case of guanidine. The formation of 2SAnGUA clusters is close to the saturation limit
at a GUA concentration of 0.1 pptV and is fully reached at [GUA] = 1 pptV. In contrast, for the
dimethylamine system at the studied vapor concentrations, every 10-fold increased in the [DMA]
caused ca. 10-fold increase in the ∑[2SAnDMA]. Interestingly, while GUA had the largest enhancement
in dimer formation at any acid and base concentrations, whether TMAO was more enhancing than
DMA depended on the vapor concentrations. At base concentrations lower than 1 pptV, TMAO had a
larger enhancing effect than DMA. At a base concentration of 10 pptV and [SA] < 10
7 cm−3, DMA
enhanced the dimer formation slightly more than TMAO, and when [SA] became higher than 107 cm−3,
the enhancing effect of TMAO was slightly larger than that of DMA.
Another quantity to determine the enhancing efficiency of base in SA-driven particle formation
is the nanoparticle formation rate. We simulated the steady-state particle formation rate, which is
defined as the flux of stable nanoparticles growing out from the simulated cluster size range. In the
case of TMAO and GUA containing clusters, we assumed that all clusters that contain at least four
acid and five base or five acid and four base are stable and in the case of DMA we considered at
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least five acid and four base containing clusters to be stable nanoparticles, which were then used
as boundary conditions in ACDC simulations. Simulations were performed in a range of ambient
conditions relevant to the lower troposphere: At a sulfuric acid concentration range of 105–108 cm−3,
at base mixing ratios of 0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10 pptV, and at temperatures of 298.15, 273.15, and 248.15 K.
Figure 10 presents the simulated nanoparticle formation rates for TMAO, GUA, and DMA containing
clusters.
Figure 9. Steady-state concentrations of SA dimers with TMAO (solid lines), GUA (dashed lines), and
DMA (dots) as a function of SA monomer concentration at 298.15 K. Note: 1 pptV = 2.46× 107 cm−3.
In the TMAO-enhanced particle formation, at low SA and TMAO concentrations, a temperature
decrease from 298.15 to 273.15 K resulted in up to two orders of magnitude increase in the particle
formation rate. For GUA this effect was much smaller, less than an order of magnitude even at the
lowest concentrations, demonstrating the very high stability of SA–GUA clusters already at room
temperature. At GUA concentrations higher than 0.1 pptV, the effect of the decreasing temperature
was negligible. In contrast, the DMA enhanced particle formation rate was increased up to five orders
of magnitude at the lowest concentrations and, even at [DMA] = 10 pptV, the effect was three orders of
magnitude, indicating relatively low stability of SA–DMA clusters. The temperature decrease from
273.15 to 248.15 K resulted in a maximum of a 10-fold increase in TMAO-enhanced and 2-fold in
GUA-enhanced particle formation. On the contrary, in the case of DMA, the largest effect in simulated
vapor concentrations was over 1000-fold.
In a similar manner as in modeled dimer concentrations, increasing the base concentration had a
larger effect on the DMA-enhanced particle formation rate compared to the situations with TMAO
and GUA. This behavior demonstrates that DMA-containing clusters were less stable, meaning more
evaporation occurred compared to clusters containing TMAO and GUA. Therefore, at any modeled
temperature and vapor concentrations, DMA had a lower enhancing potential compared to TMAO
and GUA. Varying temperature and vapor concentrations had larger effects on TMAO than GUA
enhanced particle formation. At temperatures lower than 273.15 K and at base concentrations higher
than 1 pptV, TMAO and GUA had the same enhancement efficiency. However, in all other cases the
enhancing effect of GUA was superior to TMAO at room temperature and low vapor concentrations,
leading up to two orders of magnitude difference in particle formation rates.
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Figure 10. Nanoparticle formation rates as a function of sulfuric acid monomer concentration for
TMAO (top), GUA (middle), and DMA (bottom). Solid lines represent T = 298.15 K, dashed lines are
T = 273.15 K, and dots are T = 248 K. Note: 1 pptV = 2.46× 107 cm−3.
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3.6. Base Strength and Structure versus Enhancing Potential
Base strength has been shown to be an important factor in stabilizing sulfuric acid-containing
clusters thus a simplified assumption—that strong bases enhance particle formation more than weak
bases—seems reasonable [59,60]. This leads to an interesting question: What factors make one base
stronger than another in atmospheric particle formation? The most common definition for the strength
of the Brønsted base B is the pKb value, calculated from the equilibrium constant Kb for the reaction:
B + H2O→ BH+ + OH− · (R1)
However, this definition assumes that the proton-transfer reaction occurs in liquid water, thus not
offering the accurate representation of the base strength in a cluster. Other measures of base strength
are the gas-phase basicity (GB) and proton affinity (PA) defined as a Gibbs free reaction energy and
enthalpy, respectively, for the reaction in which the isolated base is taking a proton as:
BH+ → B + H+ · (R2)
In particle formation events, however, the base molecule is interacting with other acid and
base molecules, and therefore the base strength of an isolated base molecule might be significantly
different than for a base molecule in a cluster. When TMAO, GUA, and DMA are in aqueous
solutions, pKb can be used to determine the base strength, where the smaller pKb value means
stronger base. In water, the order of base strengths is as follows: GUA (0.4) > DMA (3.3) > TMAO
(9.3) [67]. For the isolated monomeric base molecules, the more positive the GB and PA values
are, the stronger the base. In the gas-phase, the order of base strengths is the following: TMAO
(227.9 kcal/mol) > GUA (226.9 kcal/mol) > DMA (214.3 kcal/mol) and the order of proton affinities is
the same: TMAO (236.1 kcal/mol) > GUA (235.3 kcal/mol) > DMA (222.6 kcal/mol), calculated at the
DLPNO–CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ//ωB97X-D/6-31++G** level of theory.
The findings of previous sections demonstrate that the enhancing efficiency of the studied bases
follows an order of GUA > TMAO > DMA. This is very interesting, since the enhancing potential of a
base in particle formation do not follow either the aqueous-phase or gas-phase base strength. The same
effect has been shown for ammonia, methylamine, dimethylamine, and trimethylamine in SA-driven
particle formation [7,13,16,68]. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to either develop a measure for
base strength that is capable of describing aerosol particles or be able to apply the existing theories for
base strength in a suitable way so as to capture the particle size- and structure-dependency.
In addition to base strength, structural effects, especially the number of hydrogen bonds, have been
shown to play an important role in the initial steps of particle formation [10,13,59,61,64,68–71]. That is
because hydrogen bonds, particularly between anions and cations, are very strong intermolecular
interactions, thus stabilizing the cluster structure. However, as we have shown in previous sections,
TMAO is capable of forming only one hydrogen bond with sulfuric acid, whereas DMA has two
and GUA up to six hydrogen binding sites. Here we have demonstrated the importance of another
intermolecular interaction besides hydrogen bonding: ion–dipole interactions. As shown from Figure 5,
some parts of the clusters were bound without any hydrogen bonds. One interesting example is clusters
containing four sulfuric acid and two base molecules. As Figure 11 shows, the 4SA2TMAO cluster
contains two 2SA1TMAO parts that interact only via ion–dipole interactions, whereas in 4SA2DMA
and 4SA2GUA clusters all molecules are bridging to each other via hydrogen bonds. Nonetheless,
4SA2TMAO is more stable than 4SA2DMA and 4SA2GUA clusters, having an evaporation rate of
10−1 s−1 at 298.15 K whereas the corresponding values for 4SA2DMA and 4SA2GUA are 103 and
8 s−1, respectively. This clearly demonstrates our lack of understanding of the formation and growth
mechanisms of aerosol particles.
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Figure 11. Molecular structures of 4SA2TMAO (left), 4SA2DMA (middle), and 4SA2GUA (right).
4. Conclusions
The potential role of trimethylamine oxide in atmospheric particle formation was explored.
Quantum chemistry was applied to provide insights into the structures and thermodynamics
of SA–TMAO clusters. Cluster kinetics and dynamics was simulated to obtain molecular-level
information on the particle formation process under atmospheric conditions. We showed that
TMAO largely enhanced particle formation and growth, which was further confirmed by TDCIMS
measurements.
In a similar manner as other monoprotic bases, TMAO formed the most stable clusters with
sulfuric acid at cluster combinations of nSA(n ± 1)TMAO, thus the initial growth occurred with
an acid:base ratio of 1:1. In contrast to other commonly studied base compounds, the most stable
SA–TMAO cluster was the heterodimer and larger clusters, which did not experience additional
stabilization caused by surrounding molecules. The other interesting difference between TMAO and
other base compounds containing SA clusters was that TMAO was capable of forming stable clusters,
even though some parts in the clusters were interacting without hydrogen bond formation. This, as
well as higher heterodimer stability, was related to the structure of TMAO. TMAO has three methyl
groups and a zwitterionic N+–O– group, which leads to a high dipole moment and thus the capability
to form strong ion–dipole interactions.
Due to the large amount of computational resources required, the effect of hydration or ions were
not included in the cluster structures or molecular cluster formation simulations of this study. It has
been demonstrated earlier that hydration has only a small effect in the case of dimethylamine [16],
because of the small number of available hydrogen binding sites in SA–DMA cluster structures [69].
Since there is even fewer available hydrogen bonds in SA–TMAO structures, the effect of hydration is
likely to be very small. While SA–GUA structures contain large number of hydrogen binding sites,
those unhydrated clusters are already so stable that the enhancing effect of hydration can be expected
to be small. We studied recently the enhancing effect of ions in particle formation and showed that
when the main neutral cluster growth pathway contains only stable clusters, ions do not enhance
particle formation efficiency [59]. Since the enhancement effect of ions were negligible for SA–GUA
and at most one order of magnitude for SA–DMA, we can expect that effect to be very small in the
case of SA–TMAO.
We compared the enhancing potential of TMAO with previously studied dimethylamine and
guanidine compounds in SA-driven particle formation. We found that while GUA was the most
effective enhancer in particle formation, the enhancing potential of TMAO was not so far away.
At 298.15 K and very low (ca. 105 cm−3) acid and base vapor concentrations, the difference in particle
formation rate was two orders of magnitude. For comparison, the corresponding difference between
GUA and DMA was ten orders of magnitude. Our findings showed that the enhancing potential of the
studied bases followed an order of GUA > TMAO > DMA, which implies that in some environments
having low vapor concentrations as well as under higher temperatures GUA and TMAO might have an
enhancing role higher than DMA in SA-driven particle formation. We demonstrated that the definition
of base strength in particle formation is not straightforward. As hydrogen bonding in cluster structures
are commonly studied, we showed that not only hydrogen bonds but also ion–dipole interactions
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can stabilize a cluster against evaporation under atmospheric conditions. Ion–dipole interactions in
atmospheric particle formation are not well-studied, if at all. Thus further studies of the stabilizing
role of other intermolecular interactions within clusters as well as of the concept of base strength in
particle formation processes might open up new dimensions in our understanding of the formation
and growth of aerosol particles and, ultimately, their impacts on air quality and climate.
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